RENEWALS

An alphabetical list, under the names of the renewal claimants, of all prints and labels for which renewal copyrights were registered during the period covered by this issue. Information relating to both the original and renewal registrations is included in each entry.

BARNES, PEELED HOCKING. SEE Harman, William S.

BASKET WEAVER BLOTTING (PAPER) SEE Wren Paper Company.

BEAR. SEE Citrus Fruit Growers.

BLANK, JOSEPH L. "The Bastille and fabric chemical dry cleaning fluid." © 10 Feb 27; Label 313155; Joseph L. Blank (F); 2006934; R130535.

BLANCO (J. W.) INC. "Nemaginc efervescents antibiosis. (Medicinal preparation)" © 17 Feb 27; Label 312986; J. W. Blanco, Inc. (P); R132781.

BLAZET BLOWING COMPANY. LUCKY STRIKE. (Pack, syrups) © 15 Sep 26; Label 313355; Blatz Brewing Co. (P); 12 Aug 54; R134392.

Old Heidelberg. (Pack, syrups) © 20 Aug 26; Label 313655; Blatz Brewing Co. (P); 12 Aug 54; R134393.

BLUE RIBBON. SEE Golden (A. J.) Inc.

BOYLE-MIDWAY, INC. Fly Dad. (Insect exterminator) © 10 Dec 26; Label 312544; Boyle-Midway, Inc. (P); 12 Nov 54; R130534.

Radiant Star [polish and dust mop] © 11 Aug 26; Label 313139; Boyle-Midway, Inc. (P); 13 Jul 54; R132590.

CHIEF. SEE Redlands Select Groves.

CITRUS FRUIT GROWERS. baggage (Orange) © Apr 27; Label 312660; Citrus Fruit growers (P); 2 Aug 54; R130083.

CLAMP NAIL COMPANY. Clamp nails. (Devices for fastening joints) © 2 Mar 27; Label 314611; Clamp Nail Co. (P); 17 Oct 54; R138032.

COMPASS. SEE Teague-McKevett Association.

CONSOLIDATED ORANGE GROWERS. Mohican. © 20 Mar 27; Label 318181; Consolidated Orange Growers (P); 9 Aug 54; R134264.

DIXIE GOLDEN BUTTER. SEE Marathon Corporation.

FLY DAD. SEE Boyle-Midway, Inc.

FOUNTAIN. SEE Teague-McKevett Association.

GARNET CHEMICAL CORPORATION. Paradant. (Crystallized deodorant) © 12 Apr 27; Print 7000; Garnet Chemical Corp. (P); 6 Dec 54; R130007.

GOLDEN (A. J.) INC. Blue Ribbon. (Cigars) © 3 Dec 26; Label 312547; A. J. Golden, Inc. (P); 23 Sep 54; R130533.

Mississippi River Crockets. (Cigars) © 3 Dec 26; Label 312547; A. J. Golden, Inc. (P); 23 Sep 54; R130533.

Two Friends. (Cigars) © 18 Sep 26; Label 311649; A. J. Golden, Inc. (P); 9 Jul 54; R133007.

Two homers, they always come back. (Cigars) © 18 Sep 26; Label 311649; A. J. Golden, Inc. (P); 9 Jul 54; R133007.

GOLDEN BOWL. SEE Teague-McKevett Association.

GOLDENBERG CANDY COMPANY. Peanut chews. © 9 Nov 26; Print 921; Goldenberg Candy Co. (P); 28 Oct 54; R137883.

HARMAN, WILLIAM S. Baird’s Peerless Hooking. (Coal) © 7 Feb 27; Print 921; William S. Harmen (P); 17 Nov 54; R130088.

HELDER (R.) AND COMPANY. $1000.00 guaranteed Ant-Sane. (Insecticide) © 20 Sep 27; Label 310022; B. Heller & Co. (P); 1 Nov 54; R138005.

$1000.00 guaranteed roach killer. (Insecticide) © 20 Sep 27; Label 310022; B. Heller & Co. (P); 1 Nov 54; R138005.

HONOR-BRIGHT. SEE Riverside-Highlands Association.

HOPKINSON AND HATCH. Scotch hums. © 6 Aug 27; Print 9221; Hopkinson & Hatch (P); 20 Sep 54; R130036.

KEMP (R. F.) CORPORATION. Salted almonds. © 23 Mar 27; Label 312666; R. F. Kemp Corp. (P); 20 Sep 54; R130036.

Salted cashew nuts. © 23 Mar 27; Label 312666; R. F. Kemp Corp. (P); 20 Sep 54; R130036.

Salted mixed nuts. © 2 Aug 27; Label 313137; R. F. Kemp Corp. (P); 25 Aug 54; R130025.

Salted peanuts. © 23 Mar 27; Label 312666; R. F. Kemp Corp. (P); 6 Oct 54; R130036.

KENTMOR. SEE Monte Vista Citrus Association.

LIMONERA COMPANY. Loma. (Lemons) © 2 Apr 27; Label 32558; Limonera Co. (P); 2 Aug 54; R130085.

Rough Diamond. (Lemons) © 2 Apr 27; Label 32558; Limonera Co. (P); 2 Aug 54; R130085.

SELECTED. (Lemons) © 2 Apr 27; Label 32556; Limonera Co. (P); 2 Aug 54; R130086.

White Cross. (Lemons) © 2 Apr 27; Label 32555; Limonera Co. (P); 2 Aug 54; R130086.

LIMA. SEE Limonera Company.

LUCKY STRIKE. SEE Blatz Brewing Company.

MAGNIFICA EFERVESCENTS ANTIBIOSIS. SEE Bianco (J. W.) Inc.

MARATHON CORPORATION. Dixie golden butter. © 13 Sep 27; Label 312934; Marathon Corp. (P); 21 Sep 54; R130024.

MISSISSIPPI RIVER CROCKETS. SEE Golden (A. J.) Inc.

MOCHEGAN. SEE Consolidated Orange Growers.

MONTE VISTA CITRUS ASSOCIATION. Kentworth. (Oranges) © 15 Apr 27; Label 312902; Monte Vista Citrus Assn. (P); 24 Apr 54; R130086.

THE MOVING PICTURE. SEE Standard Trailer Company.

VESTLE COMPANY, INC. Swiss Knight, the original and Swiss Gray. [posters] © 27 Oct 26; Label 313973; Vestle Co., Inc. (P); 26 Oct 54; R137883.

OLD HEIDELBERG. SEE Blatz Brewing Company.

$1000.00 GUARANTEED ANT-SANE. SEE Hellen (R.) and Company.

$1000.00 GUARANTEED ROACH KILLER. SEE Hellen (R.) and Company.

OXNARD CITRUS ASSOCIATION. Santa Rosa. (Fresh lemons) © 4 Aug 27; Label 313175; Oxnard Citrus Assn. (P); 11 Dec 54; R137088.

PABST AA. SEE Pabst Brewing Company.

PABST BREWING COMPANY. Pabst AA. (Wheat syrup for food & beverage purposes) © 10 Mar 27; Label 312076; Pabst Brewing Co. (P); 10 Nov 54; R130023.

PARDANT. SEE Garnet Chemical Corporation.

PEANUT CHIPS. SEE Goldenberg Candy Company.

PITCHER. SEE Teague-McKevett Association.
RADIANT STAR [POLISH AND DUST MOP]
SEE Boyle-Midway, Inc.

REDLANDS SELECT GROVES
Chief. (Oranges) © 6Jul27; Label 35991, Redlands Select Groves (P); 16Dec54; R134079.
Santa Fe. (Oranges) © 20Jun27; Label 3345, Redlands Select Groves (P); 2Aug54; R134090.

RIVERSIDE-HIGHGROVE CITRUS ASSOCIATION.
Honor-Bright. (Oranges) © 15Apr27; Label 32240, Riverside-Highgrove Citrus Assn. (P); 2Aug54; R134078.
ROUGH DIAMOND. SEE Limonera Company.

SALTED ALMONDS. SEE Kemp (E. P.) Corporation.

SALTED CASHEW NUTS. SEE Kemp (E. P.) Corporation.

SALTED MIXED NUTS. SEE Kemp (E. P.) Corporation.

SALTED PEANUTS. SEE Kemp (E. P.) Corporation.

SALTED PECANS. SEE Kemps (E. P.) Corporation.

SANTA FE. SEE Redlands Select Groves.

SANTA ROSA. SEE Oxnard Citrus Association.

SCOTCH HAMS. SEE Hopkinson and High.

SELECTED. SEE Limonera Company.

SILVER CORD. SEE Taega-Mckevett Association.

STANDARD TRAILER COMPANY.
The moving puzzle. © 28Feb27; Label 35911, Standard Trailer Co. (P); 1Jul54; R132555.

SWISS KNIGHT, THE ORIGINAL FRENCH SWISS GRUYÈRE CHEESE. SEE Nestlé Company, Inc.

TAEGA-MCKEVEYTT ASSOCIATION.
Camping. (Leemons) © 2Apr27; Label 32298, Taega-Mckevett Assn. (P); 2Aug54; R134080.

Fountain. (Leemons) © 2Apr27; Label 32300, Taega-Mckevett Assn. (P); 2Aug54; R134082.
Golden Sow. (Leemons) © 2Apr27; Label 32306, Taega-Mckevett Assn. (P); 2Aug54; R134085.
Pitcher. (Leemons) © 2Apr27; Label 32307, Taega-Mckevett Assn. (P); 2Aug54; R134087.
Silver Cord. (Leemons) © 2Apr27; Label 32307, Taega-Mckevett Assn. (P); 2Aug54; R134087.

THO-HO TEXTILE AND FABRIC CHEMICAL DRY CLEANING FLUID. SEE Blanek, Joseph L.

TWO FRIENDS. SEE Golden (A. J.) Inc.

TWO HOMERS, THEY ALWAYS COME BACK. SEE Golden (A. J.) Inc.

WHITE CROSS. SEE Limonera Company.

BRENN-PAPER COMPANY.
Basket Weave blotting (paper) © 1Sep56; Print 3436. Brenn Paper Co. (P); 30Aug56; R135053.